
Terence has graced the stage at
SXSW and has performed around the
globe in cities across Canada, the
U.S and the United Kingdom. He has
also appeared in acclaimed
documentaries ‘With you Always’,
which premiered at the Canadian
Film Festival, and ‘RISE’ which was
screened internationally at the
Berlinale International Film Festival.  
 
Terence’s true passion is to bring his
career full circle by positively
impacting the very neighbourhood
that made him the artist he is today.

TP the EP 2 and the rest of Terence’s
musical catalogue can be found on
Apple Music, Spotify, YouTube,
Amazon Music and various other
platforms.

A versatile entertainer, Terence’s music career
began at the age of 18 when he was first
introduced to gospel rap. He has always been
an avid hip-hop listener, but hearing the genres
fused together inspired him to create his own
lyrically conscious rhymes. Influenced by
artists like Lecrae, Lauryn Hill and Headie One,
cultivating hip-hop quickly became Terence’s
outlet as he realized his life experiences are
some that many can relate to. Since then,
Terence continued honing his flow and writing
original lyrics that would motivate and educate
with an undeniable flair.

Hailing from Toronto’s west-end is Terence
Penny - an artist and community outreach
leader revolutionizing the Toronto rap scene
one track at a time. 
 
He was born and raised on Shoreham Court,
steps away from the culturally rich
neighbourhood of Jane and Finch. Terence’s
mission is to amplify his voice through music
as a means to trailblaze the way, especially for
those from similar, humble beginnings. 

“Music becomes better when it

comes from a real place...my

vulnerability became my ability.”

When he’s not creating anthems, Terence
facilitates programs that address the
importance of opportunity, education and
artistic expression in low income communities.
He actively works with the City of Toronto,
Toronto Arts Council and Toronto Arts
Foundation through various community
outreach initiatives such as the Toronto Youth
Equity Strategy and Arts in the Parks

“What I am most proud of is being

able to merge what I do in the

community with my music as an

artist.”

Most recently, Terence released his new EP
entitled ‘TP the EP 2’. The project is full of
lyrical entendre and melodic beats that
complement his voice seamlessly. The new
project features songs like ‘Twenty Twenty’,
‘Worthwhile’ and ‘Norf’ that are destined to
solidify his place on the Toronto music map.

T e r e n c e  P e n n y

Origin:  Toronto, ON

 Genre:  Rap / Hip-Hop

 Years Active:  2014 - Present

 Label: Independent 

Website: TerencePenny.com

Latest release, TP The EP 2

“I know I have a story to tell

because God narrated it.”

S o c i a l  M e d i a C o n t a c t

P r e s s

TerencePennyMusic@gmail.com 
TerencePennyBooking@gmail.com
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